That's all it takes to get yourself a piece of 1976's
hottest action:
Dick Tracy, Brenda Starr, and Terry and the
Pirates all -time favorites from the Chicago Tribune New York News Syndicate, Inc.
in great, newly minted productions.
Plus Colin Doyle, M.D., Crime Doctor and
Counterspy. ..CIA.
They're all available now in five new half hour shows each episode complete in itself.
Its a bountiful blend of .nostalgia and up- to -theminute excitement. Written and
directed byJackAnson Finke,
who wrote and directed
Suspense, The FBI in Peace
and War, and Treasury Men
in Action.
You know all about the gigantic,
built -in audiences just waiting to
follow the further adventures of B.O.
Plenty, Basil St. John, and The
Dragon Lady.
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But you don't know how dazzlingly effective these
new radio productions can be in carrying on the old
traditions
and adding 1976 zip. That's why, for only
$2, we want you to sample a full episode of Dick Tracy
and generous segments of the other shows.
Use the coupon below today and we'll make a
great offer fantastic:
You get a $25 credit toward your first purchase.
And, right along with your sample package, you get
a full two -hour show of the Mighty Memory Mobile,
the nostalgia hit starring Garry Moore and Bob
Maxwell that recaptures the show tunes and sports
greats, the politics, personalities, and news events
year by year of the recent
past. The Mighty Memory
Mobile Show is now being
heard on WOR NeW York,
WBAL Baltimore, KERA -FM
Dallas, and many other stations.
Feature it once on yours, too
free.
Write today!
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bnng you
mystery,
adventure,
romance,
suspense,
intrigue,
and
Dick Tracy.

BONUS #1
Send for your sample
package and receive

free-one
complete

-

Mighty
Memory
Mobile
Show
the two hour

nostalgic
journey into the recent
past, a year a a time,
with Garry Moore
and Bob Maxwell.

311

212/799 -4800

West 75th St., N.Y., N.Y. 10023

He e's my $2. Send me a complete, half -hour Dick Tracy

show, plus a sampling of Terry and the Pirates, Brenda
Starr, Crime Doctor, and Counterspy
CIA. All without
obligation, of course.
am also entitled to a $25 credit
against my first purchase of this package. And, yes, I look
forward to the free Mighty Memory Mobile.
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BONUS #2
You're also entitled to a

$25 credit

Name

against your first
purchase of the
series of five half hour programs.

Station
Address

L

City

Tel

State

lip
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